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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Market Slide]

SAVANNAH GUTHRIE: Plus, market slide. Troubling new signs for the economy stoking
renewed fears of a recession. What you need to know to protect your money in a volatile
moment. 

(....)

7:20:07 a.m. [TEASE]
10 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Coming Up; 7:40; Best Money Moves to Fight Inflation]

HODA KOTB: Amid mixed signals about the economy, what are the best way protect your
family's savings and investments from your mortgage to your retirement plan? We’ll take a close
look. Money moves you should be making right now.

(....)

7:37:00 a.m. [TEASE]
19 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Coming Up; 7:40; Best Money Moves to Fight Inflation]

GUTHRIE: First, Tom Costello working to protect your money and savings for the future. Tom,
you got some good tips this morning? 

TOM COSTELLO: Yeah and a debate among economists. Are we or are we not in a recession?
Does it matter when everything you buy everyday is more expensive? We’re going to talk about
the need to conserve cash and save when we come back. 

(....)

7:41:27 a.m.
3 minutes and 24 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Best Money Moves to Fight Inflation]

KOTB: Back now at 7:41 with Consumer Confidential. Our daily series focusing on the economy
and your family's budget. 



CRAIG MELVIN: Yeah. If it seems like a confusing time now with high inflation but low
unemployment, if it seems like it’s confusing, you are not alone. Even economists are divided
over what it means and if things will get better or worse in the near term. 

GUTHRIE: Whatever it is, it doesn't feel good out there. NBC's Tom Costello joins us. Tom,
even more conflicting information yesterday on this issue of whether or not we are in a recession.
But people are feeling the pinch. 

COSTELLO: Absolutely. But this is a head-scratcher, right? We’ve got GDP numbers showing
the economy contracted but applications for unemployment benefits fell to the lowest level since
the spring. Meanwhile, big retailers are signaling that consumers are pulling back on spending,
but there are since that gas prices may come down even further. Yet another closing bell on Wall
Street bringing more red arrows to Americans' retirement and college savings accounts. Here is
the big picture. The broad S&P index at two-year lows, down 23 percent this year while the
tech-heavy NASDAQ has lost 31 percent. Inflation and recession fears are the big drivers. One
inflation indicator hitting Americans in the pocketbook? New mortgage rates have skyrocketed to
6.8 percent, the highest since 2007. Near Boston, Aaron Birdoff (sp?) and his wife Annie
Springfield would like to buy a bigger house for the growing family, but with few homes on the
market, they are getting priced out. 

AARON BIRDOFF (sp?): Obviously, a higher sticker price in addition to a higher mortgage rate,
obviously, compounds the problem. 

COSTELLO: Meanwhile, more concern that the economy is in or is headed for a recession with
GDP numbers suggesting the economy has been shrinking this year. That's the typical definition
of a recession but there is nothing typical about this economy. Inflation is running at 40-year
highs despite a drop in gas prices, yet unemployment remains at a 50-year low. Companies are
reluctant to lay off employees amid a worker shortage. 

MARK ZANDI: We are not in recession, but, you know, obviously, recession risks down the
road here are quite high. 

COSTELLO: So what should families do? If you’ve got a long-term time horizon, most financial
pros recommend you keep contributing to your investment accounts. But also prioritize paying
down debt and conserve cash. Some online banks are offering three percent interest on savings
accounts. Government I bonds are offering 9.6%. CNBC's Sharon Epperson covers personal
finance. 

SHARON EPPERSON: Cash is absolutely king right now. [SCREEN WIPE] Try to get the best
return you can for your cash. But, bottom line, make sure you’re liquid. Make sure you have
some cash on hand. 

GUTHRIE: Tom, you mentioned the drop in gas prices. That is good news. Do you expect
further drops in the coming weeks and months? 



COSTELLO: Yeah. We’re at $3.79 a gallon nationally now. Analysts think we could hit 3.50 a
gallon by Halloween, maybe even cheaper by New Year’s Day, so a significant drop than the $5
a gallon we were paying back in June on average. Prices could spike again, though, if a hurricane
were to hit U.S. Gulf facilities, oil facilities, and a big jump in your natural gas heating bills is
likely this winter, largely due at least in part to Russia's war in Ukraine and tight supply here in
the U.S. 

GUTHRIE: Yeah, there are so many factors that contribute. Tom, thank you very much.


